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Overview – Discussion Points

 Why should an IP lawyer care about franchise law?

 Why does franchise status matter?

 What is a franchise?

 How and why do accidental franchises happen?

 Examples of accidental franchises

 Overview of the regulatory environment of franchises

 Strategies for drafting licenses and distribution agreements to avoid accidental 
franchises and naked licenses and minimize regulatory risks

 Q&A
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Why Should an IP Lawyer Care About 
Franchise Law?
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Why IP Attorneys Should Care …

 Clients regularly seek your advice on how they can monetize their 
brands and other IP through licensing and other types of strategic 
alliances with third parties

 Licensing is a well-known (potentially) win/win marketing and sales 
strategy that allows a third party (licensee) to use and earn revenue 
from the IP of another (licensor) in exchange for paying licensing fees 
(typically a revenue %)

 Some trademark licenses raise franchise law issues!

 Not flagging franchise law issues is potential legal malpractice (besides 
other consequences for your client)!
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Categories of IP Licenses

 Patent licenses — patent owners license their patents to third parties that 
manufacture and distribute the patented output products  

 Copyright licenses — copyright owners license "original works of authorship“ (e.g., 
literary and dramatic works, music, film and other visual art, fictional characters, 
audiovisual creations) for specific types of reproduction by licensees

 Trade secret licenses — trade secret owners license competitively valuable 
information to a licensee for a specific purpose

 Trademark licenses — brand owners license their trade name and brand identity to 
licensees to operate a business as a genuine source of the licensor’s goods or services

 Any one of these may be a potential franchise
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Q:  Why Do Companies Engage in Licensing?

A: To overcome the two chief barriers to expansion:  capital + labor  

A: Licensing enables brand owners to leverage their brands for $$$.  Brands drive 
consumer decisions.  A network of licensees invest their own resources to 
create public awareness for a brand that they have a right to use for a 
defined time and purpose, but do not own.

 All licenses (express or implied) — whether they qualify as a franchise or not —
combine one party’s brand + operating methods with another party’s 
entrepreneurial drive to “be in business for oneself, but not by oneself.”

 Sales of branded goods or services create revenue for IP owners.  IP owners get 
paid whether the licensee is profitable or not.
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Risks of Licensing for Brand Owners

 Great brand, poor execution: licensors depend on licensees to maintain the 
licensor’s quality standards for goods and services associated with their brand

 Overproduction: too many branded goods may end up in the same market 
resulting in discounting and devaluation 

 Rogue licensee; nonpayment and other contract issues

 Difficulty isolating or containing the spread of reputational damage; all licensees 
are “joined at the hip” with the licensor and vice-versa

 Loss of control over IP; risks of IP theft n/w/s confidentiality, non-compete and 
trade secret provisions
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Spot the Hidden Franchise …

 Gucci licenses third-party manufacturers to produce Gucci-branded goods per 
Gucci’s specifications and sell them into specific market channels or to specific 
customers in a designated territory

 Snapple enlists third party distributors to sell branded beverages to grocery, big box 
and convenience stores

 Oracle engages third party “partners” to train businesses how to use Oracle 
applications

 Madison WI engages golf pros to deliver lessons at municipal courses

 Hertz enlists third party dealers to operate Hertz rental car facilities

 Atlas Van Lines engages drivers to drive Atlas-branded moving trucks 
12



Why Does Franchise Status Matter?
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Franchise v. License

 “Franchises” are creatures of statute.  There is no such thing as a common 
law franchise!

 Every franchise is a trademark license, but not every trademark license is a 
franchise!  

 It is not always easy to distinguish a franchise vs. non-franchise TM license.

F =
TM License

TM License
≠ F
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Franchise v. License

 Franchise status depends entirely on whether a commercial 
arrangement involving a TM license fits within a statutory definition

 Irrelevant what parties call their arrangement

 No legal defense to a franchise status claim that the licensor lacked 
knowledge of franchise law, violation is unintentional, competitors 
don’t comply either, or licensee agreed to waive compliance (waivers 
are void)
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Why Franchise Status Matters

 Franchises are subject to extensive regulation that licensors of non-franchise 
TM licenses bypass

 Federal and state franchise sales laws — “front end”

 Regulates the sales process

 Public disclosure of financial statements

 Personal liability for brand owner’s top management

 State relationship laws — “back end” 

 Must have “good cause” to end a franchise relationship 

 Some statutes impose other substantive contract terms
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Significant Legal Consequences –
Statutory Remedies

Damages 

Injunctive relief

Rescission

Potential personal liability / management

Criminal prosecution = felony

Administrative agency remedies including restitution, 
asset freeze, C&D

Attorneys' fees
17



Compare: Non-Franchise Trademark Licenses

 Private, consensual contract relationships

 Licensors do not publicly disclose their financial information

 There are no “front end” or “back end” laws that regulate how non-franchise 
TM licenses are formed or may end  

 Non-franchise TM licenses are “at will” arrangements allowing a licensor to 
terminate on X days notice without good cause

 No personal liability if the brand owner breaches the contract 
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What is a “Franchise”
(and a brief word about “Business Opportunities”)
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Most Franchise Laws = 3-legged stool

++

SIGNIFICANT 
ASSISTANCE/

CONTROL

or

or

MARKETING
PLAN

COMMUNITY
OF INTEREST

REQUIRED
FEETRADEMARK
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First Element / Leg

 Definitional variations

 “substantial association” with a licensor’s TM 

 TM license

 De facto licenses

 “Smith’s Appliances, an authorized Brand X Service Center”

 ABC, a member of the XYZ Partner Network (displayed with logo)

 Branded products or services account for a significant % of the 
independent operator’s overall sales:  “significant” varies, but 20% 
rule of thumb

 Licensor’s quandary

TRADEMARK
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Second Element / Leg

 3 definitional variations — vary by jurisdiction 

 Substantial assistance/significant control (federal, some states)

 “Marketing plan” (majority — states)

 “Community of interest” (minority — states)

 Most subjective definitional element.  No minimum number of facts 
must co-exist to prove definitional element present.

 Licensor’s quandary

SIGNIFICANT 
ASSISTANCE/

CONTROL

MARKETING
PLAN

COMMUNITY
OF INTEREST
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 Similar tests for “substantial assistance/significant control” & “marketing 
plan prescribed in substantial part” 

 Mandatory, suggested or recommended 

 Focus on training; marketing support; purchasing requirements; 
licensor prior approval of 3P suppliers; restrictions on licensee 
competitive activities; limits on collateral services to customers; lead 
generation support; allocation of territories; uniformity of design and 
appearance; operating protocols; network-wide activities; & more …

 Distinguish technical training vs. training and support that covers core 
aspects of operations and marketing 

 “Normal” routines ≠ marketing plan 

SIGNIFICANT 
ASSISTANCE/

CONTROL

MARKETING
PLAN

COMMUNITY
OF INTEREST
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 Ask: do network members operate in a manner that suggests to the 
public/consumers centralized rules/management?

 “right to engage in a business” — Neubauer v. FedEx Corp., 849 F.3d 400 (8th Cir. 
2017): captive DSPs with no right to cultivate their own customers ≠ franchise

 “Community of interest” in marketing goods/services = potentially broadest test of 
3 definitional variations

 Licensor/licensee: common source of revenue

 Licensor has a “continuing financial interest” in franchisee

 Interdependence of parties: if arrangement ends, licensee is “over a barrel”

SIGNIFICANT 
ASSISTANCE/

CONTROL

MARKETING
PLAN

COMMUNITY
OF INTEREST
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REQUIRED
FEE

 Captures all sources of revenue to licensor or an affiliate for the 
distribution or licensing rights

 Nominal minimum threshold ($500/year most; but some statutes 
$100/year or lifetime)

 Lump sum, installment or recurring

 Fixed, fluctuating or percentage fee

 Bona fide wholesale price exception for goods bought for resale 
(inventory); minimum purchase requirements (*** important)

 Optional vs. required payments (truly optional vs. nominally optional)
25
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Third Element / Leg (cont’d)

 Ordinary business expenses paid to 3P (vs. ordinary business expenses 
paid to licensor) = confusion

 Direct and indirect fees (licensee must sublease space from brand 
owner and pay licensor’s rent directly to 3P landlord)

 Importance of money flow: up, not down (compare commissions)

 Eliminating the “required fee” leg of the stool offers a licensor more 
structuring opportunities for avoiding a franchise than the other legs.

REQUIRED
FEE
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Here’s Why Franchise Status Matters – Example 

To-Am Equip. Co., Inc. v. Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift America, Inc. —

7th Circuit 1998

 Mitsubishi changed its U.S. distribution program and ended relationship per 

contract’s “at will” termination provision in order to take distribution in 

house; no good cause for termination.

 Jury awarded distributor $1.525M for wrongful termination of franchise 
without good cause in violation of IL franchise law and 7th Cir. aff’d

 “Springing franchise” — no payment at inception; small required payments 

over life of relationship exceed statute’s lifetime $500 minimum threshold.  An 

arrangement that began as a non-franchise “morphed” into a franchise!
27



Top 10 Excuses Why an Agreement 
Can’t Be a Franchise

10. “Everyone else in our industry does it this way”

9. “We grant licenses, not franchises” 

8. “We’ll just call it something else”

7. “We’re partners, really”

6. “We don’t tell them how to operate their business”

5. “They use their own trade name, not ours”

4. “They buy products from our affiliate, not us”

3. “They sell other products/services besides ours”

2. “We never intended it to be a franchise”

1. “We didn’t know about the law when we signed the contract”
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Business Opportunity (Bus / Op) Laws
(aka “Seller Assisted Marketing Plans”)

Goods/Services $$$ to promoter
(amount varies)

Start, maintain
or operate business Representations+

+
+ +
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Business Opportunity (Bus / Op) Laws
(aka “Seller Assisted Marketing Plans”)

 Less costly investments

 Typically require that a seller make a “triggering representation”

 Miscellaneous exemptions and exclusions

 Entrance fee under $500

 Federal or state TM registration

 Some states exclude operators already in business or in same line of business

 Compliance with federal franchise sales laws

 Similar regulatory system

 Pre-sale  registration/disclosure rules (“front end”) laws

 No Bus/Op “back end” laws
30



How and Why
Do Accidental Franchises Happen?
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Accidental Franchises in Practice

 Franchise status can be a “surprise” and triggered by:

 Failure of licensee’s business

 Licensor terminates licensee without good cause

 A franchise agreement entered into without complying with a state franchise sales 
law is voidable, not void

 Not all “accidental” franchises are inadvertent, but intent to violate a  franchise 
law is irrelevant

 Franchise laws are considered “consumer protection” laws even if the franchisee is 
a sophisticated business entity

 Statutory protections cannot be waived; assistance of counsel is not a legal defense
32



Suspecting an Accidental Franchise – Clues

 Ubiquitous branding throughout distribution and retail channels

 “Follow the money”: does the money flow “up” from licensee to licensor?

 Small “nickel and dime” fees can quickly reach the nominal statutory threshold 

 Is a payment truly optional or just nominally optional?

 Is the license truly about “know how” or is it about “how to operate” 
according to the licensor’s business methods? 

 Is a joint venture with a licensor a hidden franchise?
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Examples of Accidental Franchises
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Examples of Accidental Franchises

 Product distributorships 

 Certification programs, especially in the fitness industry 

 Apparel/retail stores independently owned

Management  arrangements — medical, dental and hotel

 Driver networks and “last mile” delivery services fulfilled by 
independent contractors 

Warning: Excessive control can lead to “employment” relationship
35



(More) Examples of Accidental Franchises

 Arrangements among non-profit organizations

 Independent consultants providing training in branded 
software applications or other subjects

 Joint ventures between “brand owner” and “operating 
partner” for a service business 

 Patent and “know-how” licenses
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Product Distributorships

 Typical structuring — avoids being a “franchise”

 No trademark license

 Payments for inventory sold at a bona fide wholesale price

 Traps to fall into a “franchise”

 Extensive use of marks and branding

 Additional fees

 Minimum purchasing requirements
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Product Distributorships (More)

Multi-line distributors — 20% rule

 “Fractional franchise”: exclusion from most, but not all “3-prong” 
states

 Some state “relationship” laws may apply to arrangements 
that lack the franchise fee leg of the stool 

 “2-prong” states (8-10 states)
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Certification Programs

 Exercise programs:  e.g., CrossFit, Zumba

 Certification on how to teach particular fitness classes

 Difficulty structuring to avoid a “franchise”

– Minimize controls

– Minimize assistance

 Traps:

– Bona fide “certification” marks
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Apparel / Retail Stores

 Typical structure avoids a “franchise”
 No upfront or continuing fee

 Bona fide wholesale price exemption

 May have minimal control

 Highly fact-specific

 Traps to fall into a “franchise”
 Add-on fees and payments

 Significant control or assistance

 Branding
40



Management Agreements
(Dental, Medical, Hotel)

 Typical franchise avoidance mechanism
 Lack of control over the business

 Minimal TM use 

 Traps
 Significant assistance or business plan

 Extensive use of marks and branding

 Fees
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Driver Networks and Delivery Services

 Trademark use
 Uniforms (e.g., Amazon, but not always (e.g., Lyft, restaurant delivery services))
 Packages with brand owner’s marks

 Control over contractor’s operations
 Assigned territories
 Reporting requirements
 Vehicle appearance or condition 

 Driver training on customer interactions

 BUT, flow of $$ can alter analysis:
• Driver collects $$ and remits upstream, vs.
• Money is paid to brand owner, and commission paid to driver 42



Non-Profits

Non-profit status does not insulate arrangement from “franchise”

 Both TM licensor and licensee are non-profit entities

Girl Scouts of Manitou Council, Inc. v. Girl Scouts of the United 
States of America
 7th Circuit ruled that the Wisconsin Fair Dealership Law (WFDL) prohibited the national 

council from realigning local council’s territory.  

 Under WFDL, a TM licensor may not “substantially change the competitive 
circumstances of a dealership agreement without good cause”

 The TM grantor’s own economic reasons may not support good cause; local council was 
held to be a “dealer”
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Independent Consulting / Training Programs

 Typical structure avoids a “franchise”

 No trademark license

 No control over the method of operating
the business

 Traps to fall into a “franchise”

 Possible use of marks and branding

 Software owner promotes fleet of qualified trainers

 Control or assistance “creep”
44



Joint Ventures

 Joint ventures: brand owner also is both investor and licensor

 Varying structures:  LLCs, limited partnerships, etc.

 Analyze

 Ownership

 Financial contributions and “sweat equity”

 Trademark license

 Financial distributions
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Patent and “Know-How” Licenses

 Technical “know-how” license can avoid “franchise”

 Often does not involve significant assistance or control over the 
entire method of operation

Marginal vs. significant effect

 Patent owner relies on licensee’s skills and know-how to bring 
patented product into marketplace
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Notable Accidental Franchise Cases

 Sales agency:  Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (1998)

 Sports team/league: Continental Basketball Ass’n v. Ellenstein, 669 N.E. 136 
(Indiana Sup. Ct.  1996).

 Baked goods distributor:  Petereit v. S.B. Thomas, Inc., 63 F.3d 1169 (2d Cir. 1995); 
Atchley v. Pepperidge Farm, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 173974 (E.D. Wash. Dec. 6, 
2012) (after 8 years & numerous reported episodes and bench trial before defendant 
finally won)

 Appliance manufacturer / distributor: Cooper Distrib. Co. v. Amana Refrigeration, 
Inc., 63 F.3d 262 (3rd Cir. 1995) 

 Arrangement between nonprofits:  Girl Scouts of Manitou Council v. Girl Scouts 
USA, 549 F.3d 1079 (7th Cir. 2008) (yes!)
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Notable Accidental Franchise Cases

 Car dealership:  JJCO, Inc. v. Isuzu Motors America, Inc., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 47128 
(D. Haw. 2009) (case took 4 years and 12 separate reported episodes before defendant 
finally won) 

 Golf pros at public golf courses (not your typical dealer or franchisee):  Benson v. 
City of Madison, 2017 WI 65 (2017)

 Value-added reseller of technology products:  Oracle America v. Innovative 
Technology Distributors, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 134343 (N.D. Cal. 2012) (Oracle lost MSJ 
on franchise status claim)

 Furniture dealer:  Bly & Sons v. Ethan Allen Interiors, 2006 WL 2547202 (S.D. Ill. 2006)

 Regional airline carrier:  In re Northeast Express Regional Airlines, 1998 Bankr. LEXIS 
1659 (Bkrtcy D. Me. 1998)
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Overview of the Regulatory Environment 
of Franchises
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Franchise Sales Laws – Federal & State – “Front End”
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Federal State

Pre-sale disclosure obligation  

Pre-sale registration/filing requirement  

Governs 

Specific disclosure
document contents

No review of merits or 
terms

Specific disclosure
document contents

Review of merits 
but not terms

Location application 50 states plus territories 14 registration states

Notices required  
Post sale relationship regulation  
Can it be waived?  



Franchise Disclosure Document (FDD)
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 Franchisor & History

 Directors, Officers and Persons with 
Management Responsibilities

 Litigation History

 Bankruptcy of Franchisor, Officers, Directors 
and Persons with Management 
Responsibilities

 Initial Fees

 On-Going Fees

 Initial Investment

 Designated Sources

 Agreement Terms

 Financing

 Franchisor Obligations

 Territorial Protection

 Trademarks

 Patents

 Franchisee Participation

 Restrictions on Franchisee

 Renewal, Termination, Transfer 
and Dispute Resolution 

 Public Figure Involvement

 Financial Performance Representations

 Franchisee Data

 Financial Statements

 Contract Forms

 Receipt



State Franchise Registration / Disclosure Laws
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California
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
North Dakota

1

2

9
7

3 4

6
8

5

11

10

12

13

14

Rhode Island
South Dakota

Virginia
Washington

Wisconsin



Typical Franchise Transaction
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Completing Agreements 

8

Negotiation

7

Receipts

6

FPR

5

What law applies?

1

Disclosure & updating  

4

Registration & 
exemptions

2

Record keeping

9

Advertising

3



States with Relationship Laws – “Back End”
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Nebraska
New Jersey

North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Dakota

Virginia
Washington

Wisconsin

Alaska
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri 

3

2

8

5 6

1

7

18

11

15

20

21

4

9

12

13

14
16

17

19
22

10

24 jurisdictions 
including Puerto 
Rico & U.S. Virgin 
Islands



Franchise Relationship Laws – “Back End”
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Termination
notice and good 
cause 

1
Other prohibited 
practices
right to associate, 
encroachment etc. 

5

Discrimination
Sale of franchise & 
prices for goods and 
services 

4

Non-renewal
notice and good 
cause 

2

Transfer
Good cause to 
disapprove (Hawaii)

3
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Key Take-Aways About State Relationship Laws

 Some states relationship laws broadly define protected party and apply to 
arrangements that may not qualify as a franchise under federal law

 Many states have laws that regulate dealers and distributors in specific 
industries (alcohol distribution; motor vehicles; farm equipment; construction 
equipment)

 Statutes always trump contract provisions to the contrary

 Typical provisions:
 Venue and choice of law

 Good cause requirements — statutory and case law

 Written notice; cure rights

 Remedies
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Termination Example – California

 “Good cause” required

 Defined as the failure to substantially comply with the lawful
requirements imposed by the franchise agreement

 Written notice

 Mandatory cure of no less than 60 days except for specific defaults identified in 
statute where termination may be effective immediately upon notice (no statutory 
right to cure)

 Statute supercedes franchise agreement to the extent of any conflict

 However, statute does not give a franchisor a substantive right to terminate 
without cure if franchise agreement is silent 
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Strategies for Drafting Licenses
and Distribution Agreements
to Avoid Inadvertent Franchises and Naked 
Licenses and Minimize Regulatory Risks
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Structuring to Avoid “Accidental” Franchises

 Eliminate one leg of the stool (if any one leg is missing it does not matter how 
prominent the other two legs are)

 Trademark

 Fee

 Control, Assistance, Marketing Plan

 Not all jurisdictions define the protected arrangement as a 3-legged stool

 NY franchise sales law

 Some state relationship laws

 Structuring solutions vs. sacrificing business goals
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Naked Trademark Licenses

 Uncontrolled or “naked” licensing:

 Occurs:  When the licensee may place the licensed mark on any quality or type of 
goods or services; poor to little licensor supervision

 Risk:  The public will be deceived by such usage

 Results:  Risk that the licensor’s trademark will be deemed “abandoned”

 Does not:  Require brand owner to have subjective intent to abandon its trademark

 Structuring Connection:  Risk of naked licensing arises by structuring to avoid the 
“middle leg” – substantial assistance/control or marketing plan

 Lanham Act:  “A mark shall be deemed ‘abandoned’ . . . [w]hen any course of 
conduct of the owner, including acts of omission as well as commission, causes the 
mark to become the generic name for the goods or services or in connection with 
which it is used or otherwise to lose its significance as a mark.”
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Naked Trademark Licenses

 Uncontrolled licensing is “inherently deceptive and constitutes abandonment” of 
all rights in the mark. Barcamerica Intern. USA Trust v. Tyfield Importers, Inc., 
289 F.3d 589 (9th Cir. 2002) 

 “Thus, unless the licensor exercises supervision and control over the operations 
of its licensees the risk that the public will be unwittingly deceived will be 
increased and this is precisely what the [Lanham] Act is in part designed to 
prevent.” Dawn Donut Co. v. Hart's Food Stores, Inc., 267 F.2d 358 (2d Cir. 1959)

 “Clearly the only effective way to protect the public where a trademark is used 
by licensees is to place on the licensor the affirmative duty of policing in a 
reasonable manner the activities of his licensees.”  Dawn Donut
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Naked Trademark Licenses

 Required control:  Minimal
 “Retention of a trademark requires only minimal quality control, for in this context we 

do not sit to access the quality of products sold on the open market. We must determine 
whether Kentucky Fried has abandoned quality control; the consuming public must be 
the judge of whether the quality control efforts have been ineffectual.” 

– Kentucky Fried Chicken Corp. v. Diversified Packaging Corp., 549 F.2d 368 (5th Cir. 1977)

 Franchise:  
 Factors:  Observing the licensor’s directives or obtaining the licensor’s approval with 

respect to location, use of trade names, advertising, sources of supply

 Complete plan not required.  People v. Kline, 110 Cal. App. 3d 558 (1980)

 Licensor’s quandary: how little control is enough to avoid franchise status without 
the risk of creating a naked TM license? 
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Franchise Law Risks Depend on 
Which Law Applies

 Federal law applies to all franchise sales in US

 State law jurisdiction varies according to:

 Assigned territory, licensee’s residence/domicile, where offer/acceptance 
take place — check law

 New York approach to jurisdiction

 Some state laws require that licensee maintain “place of business” in state

 No uniformity re: tests for jurisdiction, definition, exemptions, exclusions
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Exclusions from Federal Amended FTC Rule
(No State Preemption)

 Employment Relationships

 General Partnerships

 Cooperatives

 Certification and Testing Services

 Single Trademark Licenses

 No state law counterparts

 Therefore, may still have to prepare and register a franchise disclosure 
document if do business in a state with a franchise sales law
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Exemption-Based Franchising

 Starbucks example

 Airport and universities — concession contracts

 Discretionary exemptions

 Some states require filing to qualify for exemption

 Create a national distribution or licensing program by piecing together a mix 
of structuring solutions and different federal and state exemptions and 
exclusions
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Exemptions from Federal Amended FTC Rule
(No State Preemption)

 Frequently used exemptions:

 Large franchisee (>$6M net worth)

 Large transaction (invest >$1M to launch)

 Fractional franchise (<20% total revenue/brand + 2 years experience in 
same line of business)

 Often no counterpart in state franchise sales law

 Federal exemptions from federal sales law have no bearing on exemptions 
from state franchise relationship laws
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Risk Assessment:  FTC Rule Exemptions
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Fractional franchise Large franchisee Large transaction
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>5 years 
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$6.165m

$1.233m



Risk Assessment:  State Law Exemptions
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Fractional franchise
Sophisticated & 
Experienced franchisee

Other: negotiation, 
sale by franchisee & 
renewal
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Examples of State Law Exemptions

 Large franchisor

 Fractional franchise (2 yr experience + 20% of  total revenue; but some states 
apply test annually) 

 Sophisticated or large franchisee

 Franchise sales to “insiders” 

 Sales by franchisee for own account (if franchisor involvement is limited to 
approving buyer)

 Check franchise sales law to determine if exemption excuses both registration 
and disclosure 
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Q&A

 Mark A. Kirsch
 Lathrop GPM

202/295-2229
mark.kirsch@lathropgpm.com

 Anthony (Tony) Marks
 Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner

310/576-2162
anthony.marks@bclplaw.com

 Rochelle (Shelley) Spandorf
 Davis Wright Tremaine LLP

213/633-6898
rochellespandorf@dwt.com
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